SEE IT. HEAR IT. PLAY IT. READ IT.

WHAT IS STACK?
STACK is JB Hi-Fi’s preferred entertainment marketing vehicle,
reaching their customers in one hit, every month. Free!
With a print run of 120,000 copies and nationwide availability
free in JB Hi-Fi, STACK is hands down the nation’s highest
circulating specialist entertainment publication.
What’s more, STACK can offer you a 360˚ marketing solution
via our robust and well-established print product, dynamic
online presence and device-based additions.
We reach movie buffs who also love gaming, music fans who
dig the movies, gamers that buy DVDs, and TV addicts who
also love music streaming and gaming. STACK lets you access
niche markets or cross promote as you need, in JB Hi-Fi’s
preferred entertainment marketing vehicle.

At STACK we are
passionate about home
entertainment.
We will work in a responsive and timely
fashion to ensure your message gets
across in a value-driven manner.

$3.5 billion+

is the annual spend of JB Hi-Fi
consumers in-store and online.
As JB Hi-Fi’s exclusive in-store
magazine, STACK is your
conduit to this valuable collective
of viewers, listeners, gamers and
early tech adopters

STACK FILMED ENTERTAINMENT
STACK aims to highlight JB Hi-Fi’s status as the prime destination for
filmed entertainment product
From tentpole titles to cult favourites, STACK understands, respects and
caters to film buffs and their diverse appetites. That’s because we are
passionate and committed film buffs ourselves
Providing editorial that is informative, entertaining and timely, STACK has
a print run of 120,000 nationwide, making it Australia’s highest circulating
filmed entertainment magazine
Available monthly and free at all JB Hi-Fi stores, STACK impacts at the
crucial point-of-purchase and beyond
With over a decade of experience working with JB Hi-Fi buyers and
management team, STACK is an integral part of their monthly marketing
strategy
In a world gone mobile, our digital platforms, online and social media
presence ensures you can reach your customers anytime and anywhere
Collaborate with us. STACK has the capacity to generate content to
support your marketing message across all platforms. From virally tailored
direct eDMs through to a sustained campaign to last a full quarter, STACK
can help you nail your message and get the marketing result you’re after

NOW COVERING THEATRICAL
We recognise that the JB Hi-Fi customer has an affinity for filmed entertainment
of all kinds. That’s why STACK is now covering all things theatrical, from
A-list interviews to no holds barred reviews – if it’s on the big screen, we want
our readers to know about it. Today’s cinema blockbusters are tomorrow’s DVD
best-sellers. We’ve been really excited with our audience response and pledge
to keep on delivering all things that matter to film buffs, via complete coverage
of the filmed entertainment journey – from theatrical right through to physical.

STACK GAMES
A decade of experience working alongside JB Hi-Fi
Solid knowledge of the video game industry, both locally and
overseas
Experience in covering trade shows from E3, Gamescom,
Tokyo Games Show, Comic Con, PAX and the Paris Games
Show
A close working relationship with all the buyers and
management team at JB Hi-Fi
A deep understanding of how the buying side of the JB/
publisher relationship operates
The ability to coordinate print and online activity for a
campaign
An excellent relationship with publisher PR, granting us all
access to developers and studios
Capacity to tailor copy to fit any campaign, be it print or digital
Creative in pitching ideas right across the business
Working to tight deadlines
Advising on advertising materials and ideas
Irrespective of the brief, we pride ourselves on flexibility and
the ability to supply solutions
Entertaining editorial backed with excellent interaction with
our social media community, that speaks not only to the
hardcore JB consumer, but casual gamers too
An impressive open rate on our games-based eDMs of over
24.03 per cent

STACK MUSIC
Unfettered access to local and international artists for release and tourbased interviews
15 years of experience working in both practical and journalistic
capacities in the Australian music industry
Excellent relationships with Artist Relations, Publicity and Marketing
contacts across all major and independent labels and touring
companies
The ability to coordinate print and online campaigns to support tours,
releases and notable news (festival line-ups, collaborations, upcoming
events)
A growing team of quality live show reviewers across all capital cities,
to provide an Australia-wide impression of the live music scene
An official, professional photographer (based in Melbourne) who is
consistently granted full access to the photographers’ pit at major
stadium shows and festivals
Nine individually renowned, freelance, release-based reviewers – all
specialists in their respective niche genres and who also variously write
for Rolling Stone, The Age, Triple R, The Big Issue and more
Close working relationship with JB Hi-Fi’s Head Music Buyer and his
team, with whom we liaise to present regular offers, charts, features
and news
Insightful, engaging editorial which is both professional and distinctive

STACK AUDIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY

STACK readers/JB Hi-Fi shoppers are keen to engage with the very
latest digital services and devices
They also like to mix and match – tablets and smartphones, laptops,
high-quality headphones – it’s all an extension of their plugged in
personality
Homes across Australia are now more ‘connected’ than ever before.
It is estimated that by 2019, Australian homes will contain up to 24
devices directly connected to the internet
Via our multi-platform approach to physical, digital, online and social,
STACK has the touch points that will deliver your product message
Now more than ever it is important to engage with tech savvy
customers across the entire retail experience, from social and digital
pre-purchase awareness right through to print impact in-store
STACK has developed relationships with key tech companies and
now delivers informative monthly editorial, staying abreast of this
consistently evolving landscape
Across all platforms, STACK creates 5.5 million audience
impressions a month for a JB Hi-Fi consumer base that spends more
than $3.5 billion in-store

STACK DIGITAL
STACK readers/JB Hi-Fi shoppers are riders on the wave of
technology, engaging with the very latest in digital services and
devices, from tablets, smartphones and laptops, to high-quality
headphones, routers and turntables. STACK Digital is designed
with these requirements in mind
Digital, online and social, STACK has the multi-platform touchpoints that will deliver your message effectively, in alignment
with marketing strategies
In a world gone mobile, STACK is actively entertaining and
informing readers and consumers about the latest in all things
entertainment
We delivery your message creatively and in a custom-fit
manner, prolonging the longevity of your campaign
The consumer’s journey is kept current, from theatrical through
to physical
Pre- and post-campaign awareness is covered with discussion,
interaction and prompts, which drive your investment further

STACK SOCIAL MEDIA
STACK is a social beast, active across Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram.
STACK’s social media – Facebook in particular – excels in customer
engagement and interaction
A valuable promotional tool for home entertainment offers and titles
Very effective in community-building
A quirky, fun voice sending out news and happenings immediately to a
captive audience of JB consumers
A means of collecting feedback on home entertainment media from
consumers
Proffers competitions and campaigns
Provides a voice for STACK readers and home entertainment users

Numbers as of 26 MAY 2016
Facebook (STACK Magazine) page likes: 38,000
Average FB monthly growth: 979 likes a month
Average FB monthly content reach: 3.3 million
Twitter (@STACKmag) followers: 4,380
Average Twitter monthly growth: 88 new followers a month
Average Twitter monthly impressions: 236,000
Instagram (@stackmagazine) followers: 1247
Average monthly increase: 9.7%

3.3 million
FB Monthly
Content Reached

eDM (Electronic Direct Marketing)
STACK produces its successful email newsletters on
a weekly basis, which are sent out to our extremely
large, targeted database of over 290,000 loyal
subscribers
We offer four exciting styles of eDM: weekly, tailored, STACK of Sound
(music exclusive), and Games Player (games exclusive)
eDM Objective: Delight, educate, impress and entertain the STACK reader –
which translates into sales at JB Hi-Fi stores
Whatever your needs, STACK reaches your audience in very large numbers
Specialised and themed promotions can target whole or precise sections of
the mailing list
Flagship mail-out highlights new releases, JB Hi-Fi exclusives and offers
100% quality mailing list – all recipients sign up through our stringent
double opt-in procedures
Mailing list is regularly checked and updated during each month
100% managed in-house – STACK eDMs are completely managed by
STACK staff, from design and programming to the mailing process
STACK’s trusted style and personality is imprinted in each eDM, providing
excellent content marketing for your product

OPEN RATE
GENERAL DATABASE: 290,000
Open: 22.2% PLUS Click-through: 13.87%

GAMES DATABASE: 170,000
Open: 24.03% PLUS Click-through: 16.95%

MUSIC DATABASE: 140,000
Open: 25.65% PLUS Click-through: 9.11%

Comparisons/benchmark averages taken from Mail Chimp as follows:

Arts and Artists: Open: 27.97% & Click-through: 3.28% Media and Publishing: Open: 22.93% & Click-through: 5.14%
Entertainment & Events: Open: 20.93% & Click-through: 2.52%

100%
Managed
In-House

Website

(www.stack.net.au)

The STACK website is the hub of all digital activity
The site complements STACK Magazine with exclusive content and news
Contains direct links to JB Hi-Fi online for immediate purchasing
Features popular additional content includeing competitions, future releases,
morsels of fresh trivia, videos, unique best-of (or worst-of) lists, and the cream
of pop-culture discoveries
Offers unique advertising and marketing opportunities
Hosts tailored digital campaigns, such as Star Wars Countdown/Assassin’s
Creed Name Generator
Encourages reader reviews and blog comments, to foster interaction
PAGE VIEWS: TOTAL FOR 2016: 1.6 million
AVERAGE UNIQUE VISITORS PER MONTH: 38 thousand
AVERAGE TIME ON PAGE: 1:47
AVERAGE MONTHLY SEND TO BUY AT JB Hi-Fi: 28,159
[From JB tracking data, our website sends about 7,000 referrals to the JB site each week]

1.6 million
page views

Average monthly send
to buy at JB Hi-Fi:

28,159

STACK App
An electronic version of STACK is also available
as an App, with exclusive content via the iTunes
store and Google Play
Over 23,000 subscribers who spend an average of 43 minutes on
each issue every month
Conveniently delivers STACK Magazine to readers who miss out on
a physical copy, or live a long distance from a JB Hi-Fi store
Contains additional exclusive content including interviews, features,
trailers, and photo galleries
Direct links embedded within the app to watch movie trailers, video
clips, music videos, or listen to JB Hi-Fi NOW streams
Encourages click-through to JB Hi-Fi online for immediate purchasing

Direct links to JB Hi-Fi online

23,000

App downloads

